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CADBURY, H. J. National Ideals in the Old Testament. New York: Scribner, 
1920. xii+269 pages. $1.75. 
This is a good, popular summary of the teachings of the Old Testament regarding 

the destiny of Israel. It is interesting to note that under this caption the author 
subsumes almost the entire content of the Old Testament. Thisis completely in accord 
with the fact that the religion of the Hebrews was primarily not an individual concern, 
but a national interest. Prophet, psalmist, and lawgiver alike had national welfare 
at heart. The sage was the out-and-out individualist, even though individualism was 
first clearly enunciated by prophecy. The positions taken by Dr. Cadbury upon 
debatable topics are conservative, and his attitude throughout, though frankly 
committed to the historical method, is cautious. He indulges in no novel interpreta- 
tions, but satisfies himself with an attempt to familiarize the intelligent public with 
the spirit and method of modern biblical interpretation through a presentation of its 
more commonly accepted results in the field of the Old Testament. The book should 

prove very useful for the purpose for which it was designed. J. M. P. S. 
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ecclesiastical development of the church, which has been done over 
and over again in much better form. The book seems for the most 

part to be the elaboration of scrappy lecture notes of one who was 

suddenly required to give a course on the history of the church and 
had to get his material together from where he could find it most easily. 
There is little evidence of any real grasp of the subject or appreciation 
of the opportunity presented for giving what is really needed-a history 
of Christianity as a religious and ethical system, a power in the actual 
life of men and of nations. 

JOSEPH CULLEN AYER, JR. 

DIVINITY SCHOOL OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

SWEET, Louis MATTHEWS. Roman Emperor Worship. (World Worships 
Series.) Boston: Badger, I919. 153 pages. $2.00. 

This book is a New York University doctor's dissertation. The author sets 
himself the twofold task of showing (i) that emperor-worship is more deeply rooted 
in native Roman religion than has commonly been supposed, and (2) that this cult 

ultimately became so popular and dominant as to be "the one characteristic and 
universal expression of ancient paganism." Whether either contention is adequately 
maintained will certainly seem doubtful to some readers. Indeed the very limitations 
of space which the writer felt obliged to adopt rendered practically impossible such 
a comprehensive discussion of the data as would in any event have been necessary to 
establish the main thesis of the book. In its present form it is a valuable summary of 
selected statistics which must be read with caution by one unfamiliar with the larger 
body of evidence which had to be passed over in order to bring the dissertation within 

manageable limits. The author expresses a hope, which his readers will heartily share, 
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